What’s our
stock value?

How much
stock
is over
4 years old?

How many
emerald cut,
colour D, size N
single stone
diamond rings do we
have between £500
and £1000?

Am I GDPR
compliant?

How are my
sales people
performing
today?

What stock
do we need
to buy to cover
8 weeks?

How much
profit did I make
today?

How much
VAT
do I owe?
How do I
integrate with a
web shop?
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Turning the jewellery retail trade on its head

Scalable Stock Management, Analysis, Sales and EPoS/mPoS, Accounts Solutions..

Why do I need a stock system?



Studies show
that retail
inventory is, on
average, only
accurate 63% of
the time.



If your computer system can’t
answer these questions for you,
then can you really be in control
of your business?
Think how YOUR business could benefit from the following features:►► Summarised sales reports highlighting best and worst performing stock
means that you can hold the right stock

Ou r b sm a r t 2
syst em is th e
resu lt of o v e r 1 0 0
years o f
exp erien c e
wit h in the
B ranso m te a m
co m b in e d w ith
t h e exp e r tis e a n d
co opera tio n o f
m an y of o u r
su ccessfu l
j e wellery c li e n ts ,
T h e NA J , B u y in g
Groups, T h e N PA
an d ot h e r
p art n ers .

►► Detailed sales reports identifying fast moving items, out of stock lines, discounts given, margin achieved and sales performance, giving you an overview of your business
►► A best-sellers report identifying the best-selling items in a range of stock, or
by supplier for a chosen period
►► Sales by price band, analysing stock holding and sales performance by price
band, showing comparative sales, margin and turnover achieved. Identify
where you are under/over stocked by price as well as type and style
►► Screen enquiries which allow you to browse through your stock to find items
or identify gaps in a price range
►► Detailed screen enquiries which provide stock information at item, category,
supplier and department levels in a variety of sequences
►► Notepad facility to allow detailed descriptions and important notes to be kept
on each item
►► Monitor supplier’s performance and profitability
►► Performance analysis giving comparison of stock holding and sales
achieved, showing margin, % change, % of total sales as well as % total
stock holding, to help achieve a balanced stock requirement
►► Accurate figures that your accountant can trust
►► Smooth integration with existing accounting systems which removes risk of
manual entry errors
►► Multi-currency capability
►► Integration with ecommerce sites meaning that stock is accurately reflected
and sales transactions imported easily
►► A margin scheme for second-hand goods to comply with VAT laws
►► Comprehensive data imports, including images
►► Automatic price and description updates via bsmart-links
►► Logical processes which automate many time-consuming tasks
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►► Functionality that helps you with your GDPR compliance for Subject Access
Requests and data management

bsmart gives you Total Control
Our integrated reporting means you don’t need external consultants to
tell you how your stock is performing
bsmart2 helps take the uncertainty out of predicting the future with simple
effective analysis.
Comprehensive reporting helps you make key business decisions, all
accessible from the bsmart back office. Identify the most profitable lines, find
the obsolete stock and clear it, or find out where to invest any extra money for
stock - why buy items which won’t sell or are not profitable enough?
Parts

EMail
B2B

Brand

Data/Images/Prices

Web
Stocktaking

Remote
Access

Product
Assembly

Graphical aids help you visualise and interpret data instantly... supported by
detailed facts and figures to make decisions easier.
Ordering

Stocktaking

Auto
Updates

BACS

Pricing

Scan
Documents

Stock Control

eCommerce

Remittance

SAGE
Interface

Invoices

bsmart2

Reports

Payments

Integrated document management makes booking-in stock against an invoice
really simple. Attach a barcode label (printed from bsmart) to the invoice,
scan it (suitable software required) and assign stock to that reference. The
invoice is now stored against that delivery and can be interrogated at any
time.
Accounts

Back-oﬃce

VAT

Labelling

Data processing
Reporting

Purchasing

Imaging

EMail
Marketing

Bank
Reconciliation

Web
Reporting

TH March

CRM

Loyalty
Cards

Insurance

Gift Cards

PoS

Proﬁt &
Loss

Journal

Trial
Balance

Balance
Sheet

 bsmart2 is a proven system,

combined with the latest technologies
and cloud-based computing to deliver
a robust and future-proof system for
your business.
Live Sales

Chip & Pin

Product
Services

eReceipts
EMail
Repairs
Management

Valuations
Pay4Later

Text/Email
alerts

In-built Security
The system also provides straightforward and effective management and
security controls, combining the latest Windows technologies to
provide a fully scalable system from a single PC to a large multi-site
operation working over a wide-area network.
The comprehensive security and access levels will keep your company
information safe from unauthorised users without compromising their ability to
work efficiently with the system, helping you in your GDPR compliance
management.



For Single Shop Jewellers

Stock
If a system is going to work in a small retail business it has to be
easy and quick to use. Simple systems are usually the best, however,
Control for
they also need to be efficient and do all the necessary jobs in a busy
all sizes of
and sometimes stressful workplace.
Independent
bsmart is designed to do just that efficient, and flexible enough to meet the
 bsmart2 can grow fast,
Retail
needs of most retail jewellers.
from a single shop to
Jewellers
a large multiple store
It’s simple to:
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DESIGNED
FOR
J E W E LL E R S


I t ’s g r e a t t o h a v e a
system designed
specifically for
jewellers, not an
add on. Bransom are
obviously part of the
fabric of the jewellery
industry – and their
s t a ff r e a l l y c a r e – a
great bunch to work
with!
We e s p e c i a l l y
appreciate the clear
one page reports. The
company is obviously
run by enthusiastic
people who are
passionate about their
products.



system. As the business
grows so can the
systems to manage it
more efficiently.



Get Started - the system comes ready to use
and set up to your specific requirements. With
professional advice and training, even the most
daunting task of changing to a new computer
system can be achieved without major upheaval,
including data conversion from your existing
system.

Enter existing stock details - with minimal typing, the system checks your
selling price and prints labels which effectively does a stock check.
Operate - a simple menu system and software which guides you through the
process.
Control and Use - once the system is set up all that is required is to enter new
stock and mark off sales. This is a simple but clever system which correlates and processes the data presenting it a clear and useful manner.
Get Information - The system will give you all the details you have in your manual
system with a few differences. i.e. simple processes with no manual errors, time saving,
validation, financial information and all the analysis you need to run a better business.
Integrate with online stores
Stock can be regularly updated as it is sold
online or in-store, meaning your website will
always be up to date.

We don’t tie you in to fixed website
designs

TH BAKER
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We can integrate with all the major
ecommerce platforms such as Shopify,
Woocommerce, Prestashop, Magento and OpenCart, as well as working with bespoke
designers such as Visualsoft, or your own web developer.

For Multi-Branch Jewellers
This is MORE than just a stock control package - this is a stock
management system encompassing every area of a jeweller’s business
It has been carefully designed to follow the normal processes involved in running an
efficient jewellery business. From the initial placing of orders, goods received, ticketing,
distribution, sales, deposits, sales and stock analysis, profitability, price changes,
supplier and staff performance, buying reports and stocktaking through to VAT,
EU commodity analysis plus much more.
This system really puts you in control of your business through the power of information,
at your fingertips - the moment you need it. The vast amount of analysis available means,
however you run your business and whatever type or style of products you sell, we have
the right level and detail of information to run your business effectively.
►► Efficient management of your stock levels: with reports on stock performance and
profitability
►► Detailed information about every stock item: including company and location statistics
►► Supplier performance analysis: including overall performance, by department,
category and price band
►► Detailed audit trails: of sales, purchases, movements and stock shrinkage
►► Extensive sales analysis: highlighting your most profitable products and areas of
business
►► Comprehensive analysis at company and location level with the ability to report on
selected branches within the group

bsmart2 enables many of the time consuming jobs
to be fully or partially automated
►► Ordering: to predefined stock levels selectable by category, locations, supplier and
range. This method provides ample control yet simplifies the monitoring and ordering
of predictable lines
►► Distribution facilities: from purchases and/or central stock. Stock can be replenished to
pre-defined stock levels and distributed by branch priority
►► Inter-branch transfers: with full audit trail, and optional updating of the accounts
►► Ability to copy stock profiles: adjust re-order levels at one branch and copy profiles to
other branches
►► Recall and redistribution of stock: due to rationalisation, demand or shop closure
►► Full End Of Day reconciliation of sales: from all EPoS tills for instant identification of
profitability, sales trends and purchasing requirements
►► Re-pricing of stock: either due to base metal price changes, economic climate or VAT.
►► Ticketing and display labels are produced for current stock levels
►► Jewellery labels: printed on demand, following an order, receipt of goods, distribution.
►► Discontinue an individual item, a whole category of stock or a complete range
►► In-transit option with audit and full accountability


O u r s t a ff l o v e t h e u s e r
friendly till system and
collecting customer
information to build our
d a t a b a s e i s e a s y.
Comprehensive
reporting enables me
to keep a close eye on
our business income
and expenditure. All in
all a great company to
help grow your
business and bring it
into the 21st century!


M ike T oshach ,
S carborough T ime
C entre

The EPoS Terminal is your face to
the customer
It provides the interface between the customer, your salesperson and the back office to
perform the key task, that of making sales.
Only a few things in business are more important than
getting your finances right or giving your customers
an experience to remember.
While stock information is essential, customer
details are vital at point of sale not just for
identification but also to provide a faster and more
effective service. Pop-up prompts to log consent to
marketing help with your GDPR compliance processes.
Resolve returns and warranty issues with ease, help suggest matching or
complementary items and generally know who your customer is, how affluent they are
and how important they are to your business.

Professional documents to reinforce your brand
Whether it’s a sales receipt, valuation, certificate of ownership or customer enquiry the
document you give your customer says a lot about your company. Bransom helps you
stand out from the crowd with professional documents to impress your customers and
their friends.

eReceipts promote customer engagement
bsmart2 can also generate and instantly send eReceipts. These can be customised
with your logo, address and VAT details, and can include promotional text and images
such as vouchers. Add links to your website, social media channels, online surveys or
review sites and you’re really engaging with your customers.

Keep an eye on your business from
anywhere
The optional cloud-based Live Sales Analyser tool allows monitoring
of all sales activities, including staff and product performance, and
gives you up-to-the-minute information of what is happening on
each till. Using a normal web-browser, it allows you to view multiple
stores with one login on a phone, tablet or desktop computer,
showing you where and by whom sales are being generated and the
level of takings in each drawer. You can even get daily email summaries
and alerts of significant sales.
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Engage and sell with a
mobile terminal
Engage more closely with your customers using a tablet or
iPad and browse products with them anywhere in store,
easily highlighting key details

A catalogue in your hand
Show the most popular items, or browse the newest ones. You
can also select your own favourites or show seasonal items to
display. Offer alternatives and upsells - more chances to sell.
Sophisticated searching means you can drill down to specific types of
product to easily find exactly what the customer is looking for.
And it’s cost-effective too – low monthly fees mean you control your business costs with lower
initial outlays.
The key element, the PoS terminal, runs
in a standard web-browser, so can be
accessed on fixed terminals (dedicated
touch tills or desktop computers), laptops,
or tablets – Android, Windows or iPad.
You can have as many devices and users
as you like, you only pay for each terminal
licence.

Engage and increase revenue
Making your customers feel valued is a sure way to retain loyalty and
increase revenue.
By adding customer details at the till, you are all set to instantly send
personalised eReceipts, anniversary reminders, special promotions,
new items, news and more to keep in touch.
On completing a sale, you can opt to print a normal till receipt, A4 receipt, or
send the customer an eReceipt. All can be formatted with your logo and details.

Makes reconciliation easy
Full PDQ integration with PaymentSense Connect™ and PCI compliance eliminates
reconciliation problems.

bsmart and Target your Marketing
bsmart2 helps you compete successfully whilst keeping your
customers happy by ensuring the best service at all times and mailing
only appropriate information
Creative marketing aimed at particular customers based on their
affluence, age, gender or life style are more
successful than blanket mailshots. Good marketing helps
deliver brand awareness while developing customer loyalty
and better sales opportunities.

bsmart2 enables you to create dynamic mailing lists
based on a variety of criteria to produce qualified and
targeted mail shots.
These marketing campaigns can then be analysed for their
effectiveness to bring in new business.


At Drakes, we use
the Bransom marketing
module to collect a
c u s t o m e r ’s e m a i l
address and their
consent for marketing
at time of purchase.
We t h e n u t i l i s e t h i s
information to build our
email list and market
t o t h e m r e g u l a r l y. I t ’s
really helpful that the
module records the
subscription date so we
have record of consent
on file, it also gives
us the opportunity to
ask customers every
6 months so we can
ensure our list is up to
date and customers still
want to hear from us.”


N ichola P R I C E
D rakes group
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Obtain and log consent and manage your GDPR
responsibilities
A pop-up prompt on the till enables your staff to ask for consent to marketing when
taking customer details, and this consent is date-stamped and logged within bsmart.
The Customer Marketing module also allows you to easily provide customers with a
copy of their data for Subject Access Requests, and comprehensive data management
facilities for editing and deletion with an audit trail are provided.

Censurise your customers
bsmart2 can automatically incorporate the census code with
new customers to identify their affluence and lifestyle.
These insights can help to shape and style communication in a way more likely to be
relevant to the target audience. We can add the census code to your existing database
to enable you to ask such questions as:
►► What census groups do my customers come from?
►► Which groups are more likely to make multiple purchases or stay loyal, long-term
customers?
Email it - Why not increase the accuracy and frequency of marketing without increasing
spending by harnessing the power of email? Whether it is a service reminder or a gift
voucher prior to an anniversary, an appropriate email will strengthen brand awareness
and promote customer loyalty.

Stocktaking, the way it should be
- fast, simple and stress-free
A simple solution to a complicated task
We’ve radically streamlined the stocktaking process, making it faster and totally
transparent to stocktaking staff using bsmart2, or standalone stocktaking using
Microsoft® Excel files imported from SAGE or similar Accounts or Stock systems.
Use portable Bluetooth barcode scanners to make stocktaking quicker and, even
more importantly, ‘accurate’ first time. An accurate stocktake first time around is
paramount to drawing a stocktake to an early and final conclusion. The fewer
discrepancies found at any given stage lead to a quicker and more accurate
conclusion.
Connecting directly to our cloud servers, stock counts are entered or scanned live via
a range of platform-independent devices
including tills, smartphones, or tablets. This means
that staff can be far more mobile in the shop,
with even window checks being much less
stressful and investment in expensive
specialist stocktaking hardware reduced.
Printable barcode sheets make
identification and data entry far quicker,
including adding 2D or 3D barcodes to your
Tray Guideline sheets for Pandora collections.
The system is able to handle multiple stock sessions
simultaneously, and even allows multiple zones or areas in a shop to be checked at
the same time.
At the central website, management can then instantly select and review all
current and completed sessions, and so query or deal with unexpected variations
immediately. Where differences are found you can instantly view which
counters or windows an item was seen making final reconciliation much
easier.
►► Stocktakes become more efficient and faster, reducing the time and
cost on the business
►► Use scanners with smartphone, tablet or till for extra mobility
►► Easier window counts, plus divide counts into areas
►► Run multiple sessions simultaneously
►► Immediate validation and query
►► Improved accuracy and security over a manual system
►► No searching through reams of paper


It has more than halved
our stocktake time and
almost doubled the
accuracy!
What makes it really
special for us is the ability
to login from anywhere and
view the entire
stocktake progress as it
happens, see and deal with
any discrepancies instantly
and get the results without
waiting for everything to
c o m e b a c k t o h e a d o ff i c e .
I t ’s r e a l l y i n v a l u a b l e t o b e
able to select, count and
check each Pandora tray
i n d e p e n d e n t l y, a n d w e c a n
set up a single instant tray
count in minutes when we
need to.



Mark Warr, Managing Director,
David Christopher Jewellers

bsmart with integrated
repairs management
Available as a standalone system, the JRM Repairs module can also be integrated with
bsmart2, which means that you have access to all your customer and stock
repair details.
It gives you total control of your repair business and an improved
service to your customers, with instant and accurate recall of a
customer’s repair details going back over several years.
The system has been designed to manage the entire repair
process, from initial customer contact, memos and job tracking,
through to estimates, contact letters, texts or emails and full
management reports.

Key Features
►► Networked system
available
►► Instant access to
repairs, customer
information and what’s
happening
►► Print job sheets to
outworkers
►► Comprehensive
reporting facilities
►► Detailed analysis
►► Create your own job list
with prices
►► Ability to send
reminder and estimate
letters
►► Use repair books or
computer generated
receipts
►► Customised letters
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►► Customer search by name and/or postcode with access to all previous repair items
and their history
►► Full repair activity
►► Full communication history
►► Single keystroke to select outworker
►► Automatic print of memos for outworkers and tracking
►► Report of overdue and expected repairs due that day
►► Prints receipt for customers and shop copy if required
►► Receipt information is fully selectable for customer and
item
►► Copy for the customer and one that stays with the
item
►► Imaging functionality to take pictures of an item
while booking it in via WIA camera or smartphone
etc.
►► Letters automatically generated for chasing,
estimates, reminders etc
►► Automated SMS messaging keeps customers updated

Full Management Information
►► Analysis of repairs by outworker and date range
►► Analysis of repairs by repair type and date range
►► Financial report based on repair activity
►► Financial comparison report based on customer activity
►► Full management level facilities to change details

Professional Signage - bsmart
can help you close the sale
Our tickets and labels are the ultimate in high durability jewellery
labels, and will sit comfortably next to your finest jewellery. The print
quality of our labels used in conjunction with the extreme thermal
ribbon is guaranteed for 10 years of average use.
Whether you are a discount, traditional or contemporary jeweller, we
can design labels to match your image and stimulate sales. Many of our
designs are exclusive to Bransom with multi-functional use to save time and
money.
For example, our own-design T999
1810
10-30-301
£5995.00
10-30-301
10-30-301
18CT RNDRND 4CL 1.05
label, now emulated by other
£5995.00
manufacturers, keeps spare material to
a minimum so the ticket is really
discreet, and in doing so increases the number of tickets on a roll as less material is
wasted. It’s also available in several colours to complement your decor and comprises
the ring/watch tag, a box label and stand labels. You have a choice of what information
to print, including barcodes, supplier info, stock purchase date and values in £ or Euro.
D003A65

1.05 SI2
3468974 Claw

1810

D003A65

Our most popular tickets
T-999: Gold, White or Silver

T-530: Gold, White or Silver
You can rest assured that these labels and tickets are the result of the most rigorous
testing imaginable, including 10 hours of ultra-sonic washing, skin acid tests and high
abrasive scratch testing. We invite you to test these labels against any of our competitors.
Simply drop a sample label into your ultra-sonic bath along with any other sample label
T-220: Gold, White or Silver
and compare the difference.
Our research indicates that each hour of successful washing equates to around 1 year
of shop life in an average traffic area of your shop. Thermal tickets and display labels
are an integral part of our stock management system. They give you security, ultimate
accuracy at point-of-sale and make stocktaking so much easier.

T-590: White (piggyback)

Our pad labelling system produces high quality labels in any colour or size with total
flexibility to meet the most demanding needs. The clever part is that
each label will automatically format itself to the characteristics of each
item. Therefore normal, sale, clearance and was/now labels can
all be printed in one run, even different coloured labels can be
printed together.
The system is ideal for short-term promotions such Valentine’s
Day or Mother’s Day, as promotional labels can be produced
quickly and simply.

MANUFACTURING/
PURCHASING
►► Costing
►► Planning
►► Component/design specification

SALES & MARKETING
►► Customer Database
►► Product sales analysis
►► Customer purchase
analysis
►► Web integration

ACCOUNTS
►► Reporting overviews
►► Accounts payable
►► Accounts receivable

STOCK CONTROL
►► Tracking and stocktaking
►► Imaging
►► Processing purchase
orders
►► Stock distribution
►► Goods in/out receipts

BSMART-LINKS
DATA DISTRIBUTION
►►
►►
►►
►►

Automate product updates
Support your retailers
Protect Brand identity
Simplify and increase
re-orders

As used by the UK’s
largest jewellery Buying
Group, The CMJ

The Company of
Master Jewellers
relies on the bsmart system
for its purchasing and
invoicing processes.
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Wholesale and Distribution
Management
bsmart2 Wholesale has been designed to meet the needs of the dedicated
wholesaler with or without manufacturing whilst also providing a seamless,
fully integrated system solution for jewellery distributors
Specifically designed for the efficient distribution of jewellery items, bsmart2
Wholesale can manage all aspects of your wholesale business, from purchases in
different currencies to full stock management and valuation, memo loans or approval
notes through to invoicing, sales history and aged balance analysis. Stock can be
distributed and held at central or Rep locations, with full audit of movements and
improved stock-on-hand visibility and management.
►► Save time and reduce administration
►► Identify best sellers
►► Track salesperson stock and performance
►► Manage customer accounts better

Stock Management
As your business grows, keeping track of purchases, deliveries, appro’s, stock
distribution, locations and valuations can become a nightmare. Our proven stock
management system takes care of the details to make life easier for you, your
accountant and your insurer.
Raise and input purchase orders, distribute stock to multiple locations, track memo
loans or appro’s converting them into partial or full sales immediately, perform full or
partial stock checks at any time, sell and invoice with comprehensive reporting and
analysis so you KNOW where your business is.

Manage your Sales Force efficiently
Your representatives are a vital link in your customer chain, not only for the order-taking process but their stockholding, appro management and customer management.
bsmart2 helps you keep track of their stock and their sales performance
while they can be better prepared for sales visits by checking customer
sales history and outstanding balances before they start off. This can
be achieved remotely by the Rep via a direct connection to the
bsmart2 system, or reports may be generated by head-office staff.
bsmart2 also tracks what stock they hold, what’s on Appro and they
can even help stocktake using our cloud-based stocktaking module
(you can create an online stocktake for each Rep to scan their stock no need to wait for the annual stocktake).

Manage your business
Manufacturing and Profitability
bsmart2 Wholesale keeps track of all your components from
purchase through to finished items, automatically calculating profit based on
materials and labour costs and can report profitability for product and
accounting purposes. Multiple currency types are supported for overseas
purchases.
Even where second-hand items are used as components, bsmart2 does cater
for VAT conditions on such items to ensure full VAT compliance.

Ecommerce - sell online with full control of stock
Not only does bsmart make the process of uploading and entering data onto your
website simple, it allows you to track and manage your stock as all orders will
automatically update your stock levels.
►► Use the attributes you loaded into bsmart to make searching easier
►► Keep data updated automatically as you update bsmart

Get your updates into your retailers - fast!
How would you like to get your data onto a retailer’s stock system
at the touch of a button?
Our bsmart-links platform makes distribution of your stock list with
pricing, descriptions, images and web descriptions as easy as
making a cup of coffee. You supply us with the data and we deploy
it automatically to your retailers using the bsmart stock system.
Support your retailers and protect your brand identity.
No more typing errors, no incorrect descriptions and no more incorrect product codes on
orders. In fact, orders can be directly imported, further reducing time spent and manual input
errors.

Manage and Market to your Customers
The integrated marketing module allows you to analyse and focus on
your retailer’s requirements. Targeted lists can be generated for postal
and email marketing, giving you the chance to let the right retailers
know about new products, special offers etc., relevant to their interests.

►► Fully
FCA-compliant
►► Keep control of the gold
you buy, by weight
►► 3rd party cheques and
Payday loans
►► Integrated Accounts
saves any duplication
of work and errors
►► Documents that you
can change or format to
your needs
►► Quickly transfer
unredeemed Pledge
items into stock for
resale.
►► Simple short term loan
facilities with Buy-backs
►► Easy Buy-ins
►► Jewellery labels and
display tickets with
ticketing module and
printer
►► Integrated stock control
and EPoS
►► Insurance at PoS with
TH March
►► Extensive reports
package
►► Mobile stocktaking
units
►► Full integration with
ecommerce
►► Live overview of every
till at every branch
►► Deliver Text
Marketing through the
CRM module
►► Additonal modules
available for Foreign
Exchange and
Western Union
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Pawnbroking, Pledge, Buy-backs,
buy-ins and more
A totally standalone set of modules for the
modern Pawnbroker or Cash Converter
which can also be seamlessly
integrated with our bsmart2 Retail
Stock Management, Accounts (or
3rd party accounts), Customer
Relationship Management and EPoS
systems

For a single shop
You can simply start with our bsmart PLEDGE system and add an EPoS till and/or full
stock control when the situation is right for you.

For mutiple stores
Having multiple shops requires a different level of management control. bsmart2 is
designed as a centralised solution which is ideal for multiple stores, providing live stock
and sales figures and seamlessly linking to your ecommerce platform.
We understand your needs: control balanced with ease of use, a universal view of your
business from wherever you are, and a system that can scale with your business as
it grows, without proving to be a financial burden. Customer details are shared across
stores in order to assess personal credentials.

Pledge
The main module for Pawnbrokers, the PLEDGE system allows you to create fully
FCA-Compliant contracts with customers. Full facilities for customer record keeping
(with image capture) and extensive customer history together with outstanding
contract and financial reporting make
PLEDGE a comprehensive
Pawnbroking package.
PLEDGE has simple integrated
stock management, however, for a
full range of retail features where you
are buying in new or volume goods
for sale, upgrade to full bsmart2 stock
management.

Choose the modules you need
- add on later
Buy-backs and Buy-ins

Simple processes allow you to use an existing customer or create a new one, with
selection of ID mandatory before a contract can be generated. Items may be
quantified by weight, a full description, attributes (e.g. gold weight, stone type,
carat, stone cut etc.), plus EAN barcode lookup with stock and sales history
for fast, accurate decision making.
Customer contracts and receipts with your Terms & Conditions preloaded are
printed as part of the process. Payment methods may be selected and analysed
by End of Day reports.
For Buy-backs, it is then possible to renew the contract which automatically generates
the fee payable and issues a new contract.

►► Capture (webcam) or upload an image of items(s) being bought into store with contract
►► Use EAN database to scan/look up and enter items
►► Quick customer lookup or addition, complete with visual image of customer on file
►► Share customer data across all branches to save time and check history
►► Ability to blacklist or ban customers
►► Selectable customer payment method
►► Optional integration with bsmart Stock system for greater control
►► Stock records can have extended information to cover many attributes
►► Complete customer history available at a glance
►► Amend customer details at PoS, including memorable dates and
marketing data
►► A comprehensive range of management reports are available

Cheque cashing
Bransom’s Cheque Cashing module makes paying loans against
cheques simple and fully audited.
►► Loan against 3rd party and Pay Day cheques
►► Look up or blacklist clients across multiple stores
►► Set standard rates or amend at contract time
►► Defer cheque-cashing dates if required
►► Arrange and make part payments
►► Customers can buy back cheques for face value
►► Renew Cheques if customer is unable to repay loan
►► Alerts for exceeding credit limits
►► Comprehensive Reporting

Web integration
Bransom’s ecommerce solution integrates your bsmart2 stock
system and CRM with your online store
bsmart2 allows you to send and easily change product information on your website,
along with images. Information such as standard prices, sale prices, product images,
product narratives and full
descriptions can all be
controlled and uploaded to
your website.
Each item feed contains
the category, department,
sub-department, brand and
product attribute fields, so
dynamic web menu
structures can be easily
created. Item images can
also be uploaded
The fact that attributes are
passed to the web means
that advanced searches can
be enabled in the web page.

We have successully
integrated bsmart2 with
numerous ecommerce
systems, including both
custom designs and
off-the-shelf solutions
such as:
Visualsoft
Magento
Woocommerce
Shopify
Prestashop
OpenCart
EasyWebStore
CSCart

When you integrate your online store with bsmart2, we can schedule a task to upload
updated data at regular intervals (usually every 15 minutes). We send incremental data
to minimise file size, however there is an option to always send everything. A similar
scheduled task will download the sales transactions to bsmart2.
Items to be sold online are given a ‘Web Item’ flag within bsmart2, to identify only those
items which need to be uploaded.
Customer data can also be passed to and from the website, with bsmart2 holding the
master set of data which is updated as required.
►► Dynamically link images and product descriptions
►► Update stock from online sales
►► Integrates with 3rd party ecommerce solutions
►► Take sales transactions and customer data from webstore and import to bsmart2

Our recommended web developer partner is Visualsoft.
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bsmart-links data distribution
bsmart-links is a simple way to update your stock system with new product information and
updates, which are accurate, timely and cost effective.
With one simple process we can distribute new product information including
barcodes, images, short & detailed web descriptions, list cost, attributes, retail
price updates, discontinued lines, and much more, which can be quickly
imported into bsmart2.
We work with a number of brands to regularly provide their newest data and
information.

Eliminates hours of typing and errors
All the data imported comes directly from the brands, so you don’t have to re-type all the data in,
saving you hours of labour, and most importantly eliminating typing errors.
This data is fed automatically to point-of-sale, websites, receipts etc. and so presents your brands
consistently and accurately throughout.
►► Saves time by automatically importing new product information
►► Ensures correct prices at point of sale and eliminates costly errors by automatically updating
prices
►► Automatically imports images which eliminate days of time-consuming work and allows their
use on sales receipts, valuations, buying reports, stocktakes, picking lists and ordering to
simplify and speed up these tasks and improve accuracy
►► Allows images to be shown to customers, helping their decision making
►► Providing accurate and detailed information at point of sale helps
maximise the opportunity for future marketing and sales
►► Optimise re-stocking by automating direct ordering
►► Uses supplier’s barcodes, eliminating the need to re-ticket stock
►► Ensures products can be loaded onto the website instantly, by providing web text
►► Uploads images to a website (where permissible) to improve web-sales
potential


We ’ v e b e e n
using
Bransom for
over a year
n o w, s e n d i n g
updates
every couple
o f mo n t h s .
Our retailers
lo v e h o w e a s y
it i s t o
d o wn l o a d
updates and
we l o v e h o w
helpful and
e ff i c i e n t t h e
tea m i s .


Beth Swan,
Daisy London

Know your business, inside out


The bsmart VAT
reporting passed the most
difficult of tests – an official
VAT inspection after which
we were told our
records were excellent, all
thanks to the
Bransom system!


Edward Wright,
Wrights’ The Jewellers

Nominal Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Sales Ledger

The optional bsmart2 Accounts Module

Nominal Ledger
At the heart of the accounting system, the nominal ledger provides you with essential tools
to control and report on all the financial aspects of your business. The freedom to define
your own chart of accounts, with comprehensive analysis by cost centre, branch and
department. Analysis of expenditure against budget, with percentage variance by month
and year to date.
►► Fully integrated with bsmart2 (purchasing, sales, cost of sales, VAT, deposits, c/notes,
stocktaking, customer accounts, stock adjustments, gift cards)
►► Full audit trail reporting, available on screen to check queries instantly
►► Double sided journal entry
►► Multi-currency
►► Trial balance
►► All stock activity is accurately reported
►► Profit and Loss reporting by branch and consolidated company report
►► Balance sheet
►► VAT 100
►► Intrastat reports
►► Bank reconciliation

Purchase Ledger

VAT 100
Trial Balance
Invoicing
Bank Reconciliation
Profit & Loss
BACS
Journals
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Putting you in control of spending, with accurate ageing to help regulate your
payments to suppliers. This system will minimise the workload involved with
supplier activity while giving you up to date information on creditors.
►► Detailed analysis of invoices and payments.
►► Extensive automatic payment facilities, with authorised payments report, and selective
exclusions by supplier or invoice
►► Remittance printing to your own requirements with optional cheque printing
►► Integrated BAC payments
►► Clearing house payments automatically selects all supplier’s invoices due for payment
through the clearing house system
►► Invoice and Cash daybooks
►► Ageing analysis gives you immediate awareness of overdue payments
►► Comprehensive VAT analysis
►► Ensures all stock invoices & credit notes are fully reconciled with deliveries and
returns

Sales Ledger
For retailers with account customers, this
system ensures you keep tight control of their
payments and credit status.
►► Instant access to account details and immediate awareness of late or overdue payments
►► Detailed analysis of invoices and payments
►► Ageing analysis gives you immediate awareness of
overdue payments
►► Monthly statements produced to meet your individual
style and requirements, which can be emailed
►► Ability to look back at transaction histories
►► Account sales and payments updated direct from the point of
sale till

Integration with other accounting packages
If you choose not to use our full accounts package, you can still opt to purchase the Sage/Xero
integration module.
This allows you to export your nominal ledger transactions to a csv file which can then be
imported into Sage Business Cloud Accounting, Sage 50, Sage 200, or Xero accounting
systems, saving you and your Accountant many hours of work and cross-checking.

Optional Modules
Accounts

At the heart of the accounting system, the nominal ledger provides you with essential tools to
control and report on all the financial aspects of your business. The freedom to define your own chart of
accounts, with comprehensive analysis by cost centre, branch and department. Analysis of expenditure
against budget, with percentage variance by month and year to date.

Integrated Chip & Pin

For our TOUCH tills, Verifone’s PAYware Ocius is quite simply the ‘must have’ at point of sale for retail
jewellers and is very easy to install, with a seamless transition to what is recognised to be one of the
most effective business tools available. Our mPoS system uses Paymentsense ConnectTM which offers
more flexibility in terminal assignment and device redundancy.

TH March Insurance at PoS

March Guard jewellery insurance is designed to enable you to provide instant cover for your customers
by the issue of an insurance certificate underwritten by Lloyds. This simple process brings rewards in
addition to add-on sales and commission, replacement business and customer loyalty.

Gift Cards

Gift cards build brand awareness, help bring new customers through your doors to build relationships
and loyalty and deliver higher average spending. Cards may be instantly loaded at POS and used as
gifts for friends and family or to simply accumulate savings for larger purchases. A live web service
enables Gift cards to be used across multiple stores and even replace credit notes as a refund option.
Displayed at point of sale they satisfy the impulse purchase criteria and therefore increase sales.

Loyalty Schemes

Loyalty Cards may be easily produced at POS, with a unique barcode which can be assigned to a
customer at point of sale so that the card can be scanned rather than search for a customer. The card
helps to remind customers of the extra services and benefits they can expect and reminds staff of their
privileged status.

Digital Imaging

Our Imaging system fulfils all the needs of today’s jeweller, and fully integrates into our stock system.
Images can also be shared across a network allowing any number of users to view images. Images can
be transferred to the touch till for identifying stock and large images may be printed on receipts,
valuations, insurance estimates or customer enquiries, all through the touch till in seconds.

Dekopay (finance at PoS)

By integrating a financing option within their EPoS system, jewellers can increase sales and improve
the customer experience by pre-populating credit application forms and streamlining the service.

Diamond Guarantee
© Bransom Retail Systems 2018
In the interests of product development,
Bransom Retail Systems Ltd reserves the
right to change the design and
specifications without notice.
Screenshots will vary by product solution.
E&OE 08/18

Our Diamond Guarantee system helps you deliver impeccable customer service through regular
automated contact. This could be used to offer a free clean and inspection service, for example. Such
an inspection can be promoted as preventative, giving your customers absolute faith in your service.
Furthermore, reminders can be sent near the guarantee expiration to offer an insurance purchase or
renewal, or generate new business opportunities such as repairs or valuations.
Please see our website for all optional modules.

Bransom Retail Systems Ltd, Suite 7 & 8, Amberside, Wood Lane, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4TP
256445  www.bransom.co.uk  sales@bransom.co.uk
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